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Abstract 

Competitiveness is one of the most important conditions to increase company’s profit. 

Increasing growth speed and volume of profit depends on many factors such as managers’ activity 

and their knowledge, market conditions and so on. There are many methods how to increase 

growth speed and volume of profit in up-to-date competitive situation. Many methods are widely 

used but they are hardly to be used from day to day. Any company needs new methods for 

increasing its competitiveness and as consequence increasing of company’s profit, too. Company 

has more advantages than other ones if method was not used by any company before. New method 

of increasing profit on sales of a company is offered in the paper. The example of 

Telecommunication   Company is illustrated in the paper. 

The article consists of introduction, essence of competitiveness increasing method by the 

example of Telecommunication Company Stelton Technology and conclusions. Introduction 

discovers the main points around a problem of increasing of sales profit. Essence of 

competitiveness increasing method discovers main points of some methods of increasing profit on 

sales of wholesale Telecommunication Company. 

Keywords: profit on sales, telecommunication, wholesale, competitive activity, price 

wars, Telecommunication Company Stelton Technology 

Introduction 

With cable companies around the world offering VoIP (voice-over-Internet protocol), and 

telephone companies offering IPTV (Internet-protocol television), telecom boundaries have been 

blurred forever, forcing cablecos and telcos who in previous decades tended their respective 
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gardens into head-to-head competition (Heinrich, 2007). Profit of a company is one of the main 

economical categories. Profit is the goal of business for any company. Profit is a net income of the 

company and has some functions in the company, e.g. stimulation of future activity, 

characterisation of economical effect, source for budgeting. One of the main functions is a 

characteristic of economical effect of one or another measure, which caused the profit 

(Gerchikova, 2002). Profit can be measured as difference between selling price and purchase price 

in the middleman organizations. It should be noted that it is necessary to consider expenses 

connected with the process of reselling, such as delivery charges, service of transport charges, 

employers which work in this part of business activity.  

Planned activity for the profit development should be taken in a company. Increasing of 

profit can be obtained by increasing quantity and/or quality of reselling product, decreasing 

charges for organization of reselling process.  All these ways are used while company tries to 

increase its profit. Competition is also good for the companies who, at least in theory, should 

become more effective organizations under market pressure. 

In order to get profit, one of the main goals of any company is to attract and remain keep 

clients. In the battle to capture the clients, companies use a wide range of tactics to ward off 

competitors. Increasingly, price is the weapon of choice – and frequently the skirmishing 

degenerates into a price war (Bergen et al., 2000). Price wars between any companies are good for 

consumers. Lower prices are always welcome news. 

According to Savitskaya (2006), we should ask “When will telecoms move from price 

wars to feature wars? And when will they move from a feverish campaign to acquire new 

customers to a realization that better serving their existing customer base is equally, if not more, 

important?” Refferring to Kenyon and Cheliotis (2001), modelling of telecom prices is in its 

infancy, which reflects the immaturity of bandwidth as a commodity. The goal of managerial staff 

of reselling company is to know how to collect necessary statistical information about sales and 

recognize the best combination of purchase price and quality. This know-how which lets company 

to maximize profit on sales of product within one price bracket can be nice tool in a competitive 

fighting inside modern service and product market.  
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Essence of competitiveness increasing method: the example of Telecommunication 

Company  

The way how to increase competitiveness owing to optimal choice of quantity and price 

of purchased product in the Telecommunication Company Stelton Technology Ltd. is viewed. It’s 

necessary to note that we talk about telecommunication service, which has its properties (Sergeev, 

2004): 

- intangibility – service could not be touched or tasted. Client can receive information 

about provided service; 

- inseparability – service can not be activated without executor of service; presence and 

contact of executor with customer are needed;   

- temporality – consumption value is very short; most of services can not be stored 

(except data-bases and so on); 

- variability – services depend on conditions of providing; 

- possession and property – customer is not owner of service; customer has personal 

profit using service.  

Set increasing of sales does not involve increasing of quantity of employers and servicing 

equipment. Profit on sales is considered as a difference of selling price and purchase price without 

charges of organization of reselling process. These charges are considered invariable. First, we 

will establish conditions, which real wholesale telecommunication company works in: 

- presence of several providers with difference of price and quality; 

- large volume of selling product (minimum 50 pieces per day); 

- absence of Intermediate stores with reselling product (services);  

- opportunity to regulate level of selling price depending on quality and customer’s 

preferences (depending on special feature of product); 

- increasing of volume of provided service changes service charges slightly; 

- changes of providing quality don’t involve replacement of transportation network. 

Telecommunication Company which has number of end-users usually satisfies the 

conditions. Clients use telephone services of the company, and depending on their wishes can 

change company (in the case of low quality and/or high price). The company already has 

providers, customer base and own network. Therefore we can consider that company provides 
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services of different quality. Example of such organization may be any other commercial structure, 

dealing with resale of services, or having purchased product then reselling it in own net of shops. 

Company should have suppliers, net of shops, transport. We also may view any wholesale 

company which satisfies conditions noted above. Let’s suppose that “ordinary” company which 

does not apply method described in the article has statistics listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: The Sales and the profit on sales level in the “ordinary” company, in US 

dollars (Stelton, Dec. 30, 2007) 

Variant 
Purchase 

price 

Selling 

price 

Sale 

level 

Number of 

desirous, 

man/day
* 

Real customer 

ratio 

Average 

purchase 

Profit per 1 

piece 

Total profit 

on sales 

1 0.034 0.04 28600 10000 0.52 5.5 0.006 171.6 

2 0.04 0.05 7200 5000 0.32 4.5 0.01 72 

3 0.06 0.07 3968 1000 0.64 6.2 0.01 39.68 

* Quantity of attendants or quantity of customers which wish to buy this product. 

 

Table 1 shows “classical” example. Company has some providers offering the same 

product with different quality and price. Company sells this product by retail. Real customer ratio 

is a relation between number of customers which actually purchased the product and number of 

ones who desired to do so. The other part of attendants turned to a competitor or is waiting for 

better quality.  

It is known that quality and price for product plays crucial role in many customers’ final 

choice of one or another product offered in the market. Increasing of product quality generally 

involves increasing both purchase and selling price. Customers wish to buy high quality product 

for lower price. Customer seeks to buy more products with lower price and high quality than 

usually (Markeset et al., 2003). However, some customers wish to pay more money for the best 

quality of product (service). 

Bergen et al. (2000) point six ways how to fight in price wars using both non-price and 

price responses (see Table 2). Referring to Beardsley (2004), first, telecommunication companies’ 

focus should be not just on cutting prices and transferring value to consumers and tax authorities 

but also on creating the value that will ensure the continued development of networks and 

technological innovation. In other words, telecom competition promotes telecom investment 

(Clarke et al., 2004).  
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Table 2. Ways how to fight price wars (Bergen et al., 2000) 

Tactic Example 

Non-price responses 

Reveal your strategic 

intentions and capabilities 

Offer to match competitors’ prices, offer everyday low pricing, or reveal your cost 

advantage 

Compete on quality 

 

Increase product differentiation by adding features to a product, or build awareness 

of existing features and their benefits. Emphasize the performance risks in low-

prices options 

Co-opt contributors Form strategic partnerships by offering cooperative or exclusive deals with 

suppliers, resellers, or providers of related services 

Price responses 

Use complex price actions 

 

Offer bundled prices, two-part pricing, quantity discounts, price promotions, or 

loyalty programs for products 

Introduce new products 

 

Introduce flanking brands that compete in customer segments that are being 

challenged by competitors 

Deploy simple price 

actions 

Adjust the product’s regular price in response to a competitor’s price change or 

another potential entry into the market 

 

In the case of Telecommunication Company, customers, who receive good quality 

service, consume it more than those who get low quality service. We don’t speak on the telephone 

very long when we can’t hear or can’t be heard (or have echo, static, fading, clipping, crackle, 

cross talk, hollow sounds). We can try to reach one number using service of one 

Telecommunication Company very long; but if we failed to reach this number, we can wait for 

better quality or use another companies’ service. Sometimes we tend to solve quite serious matters 

by phone. Having bad quality of telephone service we don’t understand or miss something from 

conversation and then we tend to hang up the phone. Quality of product (or service) is very critical 

in this case. Thus we can speak about average quantity of purchased product (average purchase) as 

a quality level of this product. We can see from the Table 1 that increasing of quality involves 

increasing of average quantity of consumed service. This also involves increasing both purchase 

and selling price. 

Profit on sales is calculated as a difference between selling and purchase prices. Total 

profit on sales is calculated as a profit on sales per one piece of sold product multiplied by number 

of desirous, then multiplied by real customer ratio, in the end multiplied by average purchase 

(Savitskaya, 2006). Maximum of profit on sales in Telecommunication Company is achieved by 

selling the cheapest product but not by selling high quality product. (see Table 1). Wholesale 

Telecommunication Company’s practice shows that it is very difficult to find client who will 

purchase product at high price with high quality.  It is much easier in practice to find clients who 

want to purchase product at lower price with lower quality. We can see from Table 1 that number 
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of customers decreases depending on increasing of selling price. Customers have indeed benefited 

greatly from the competition, via higher-quality services and lower rates (Humeid, 2007). 

My method of increasing of profit on sales offers firms to resell the same products with 

different quality and purchase price (meaning wholesale purchases from different providers) at the 

flat price. Obviously company should not resell product at a loss. In this case company has an 

opportunity to maximize profit on sales choosing provider with the best combination price-quality.  

Let’s examine one example. Company which resells telecommunication services has 

some providers of the same service. For example, company uses some alternative telephone 

providers which let client to connect him or her with another subscriber. Purchase price of such 

service fluctuates within one price bracket. Quality of the service changes depending on provider 

too. Sales and profit on sales level achieved using such method are listed in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Sales and profit on sales level Telecommunication Company using method 

of combination of providers, in US dollars (Stelton, Dec. 31, 2007) 

Variant Purchase 

price 

Selling price Sale 

level 

Number of 

desirous, 

man/day
* 

Real 

customer 

ratio 

Average 

purchase 

Profit per 1 

piece 

Total profit 

on sales 

1 0.02 0.04 9100 10000 0.35 2.6 0.02 182 

2 0.025 0.04 14700 10000 0.42 3.5 0.015 220.5 

3 0.028 0.04 23400 10000 0.45 5.2 0.012 280.8 

4 0.034 0.04 28600 10000 0.52 5.5 0.006 171.6 

5 0.04 0.05 7200 5000 0.32 4.5 0.01 72 

6 0.06 0.07 3968 1000 0.64 6.2 0.01 39.68 

* Quantity of attendants or quantity of customers which wish to buy this product. 

 

Company has several variants of the same product with different quality from different 

providers as seen in Table 3. Unlike first example (see Table 1) company has some purchasing 

variants of service from different providers within one price bracket (see variant 1, 2, 3, 4 in Table 

2). Thus company has an opportunity to resell these products at the same price. Selling price does 

not change, that’s why number of desirous remains the same too (see variant 1, 2, 3, 4 in Table 3). 

Client can measure quality level of service during receiving of this service only. 

Having large volume of selling product we can analyze changing of profit on sales under 

the influence of changing of purchase price and quality. As seen in Table 3, increasing of purchase 
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price involves increasing of quality of product, and thus total sale level changes in the end. Total 

sale level increases from var.1 (equal 9100 pieces) to var.4 (equal 28600 pieces), as selling price 

remains the same but quality gets better. 

Profit per 1 piece is different. It is decreasing from 0.02 US dollar to 0.006 US dollar 

while purchase price increases. Traditionally it is considered disadvantageous to resell product 

with smaller profit per 1 piece. Company has to load its technique, put out organization resources 

less efficiently from profit per 1 piece viewpoint (Michalova, 2006). On the one hand we have 

increasing of purchase price involving decreasing of profit on 1 piece. But on the other hand we 

have increasing of quality and whereas increasing of average clients’ purchase. Managerial staff 

must note such combination of purchase price and product quality wherein total profit on sales 

achieves maximum. In our example this maximum is achieved in var. 3. Profit per 1 piece is not so 

small and quality is not as high as at var. 4.  

We can construct a graph of changing of total profit on sales. As seen from this graph 

maximum of total profit on sales in the 0.04 price bracket achieved in var.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Total profit on sales behaviour depending on variant (Stelton, see Table 3) 

 

As seen from Table 3 and Figure 1, it is most profitable to choose provider of the 3
rd

 

variant for reselling its services at 0.04 US dollars. 
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Conclusions 

Competitiveness is a measurement of company’s activity. Effectiveness of this activity is 

reflected through profit on sales. As seeing from description above, the difference between selling 

price and purchase price does not always influence the level of profit on sales as a measure of 

effectiveness of company’s activity. Selling price should not be increased in direct proportion with 

purchase price to determine maximum of profit on sales. As a matter of fact part of clients can go 

away to a competitor. We also should take into account changing of quality within one price 

bracket from one provider to another. 

Performance data analysis show that it is effective for a wholesale telecommunication 

company to resell the same products with different quality and purchase price at a flat price as 

long as this allows to maximize profit on sales choosing provider with the best combination of 

price and quality.  
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